Past Perfect questions

had + subject + past participle

1. Past Perfect: Write questions.
   __________ the teacher __________ the broken window? (to notice)
   __________ he __________ up the rubbish? (to pick)
   __________ the Browns __________ in that hotel before? (to stay)
   __________ he __________ to the bus stop? (to hurry)
   __________ the policeman __________ the car? (to stop)

2. Past Perfect irregular verbs: Write questions.
   __________ he __________ ill? (to feel)
   __________ the boy __________ down? (to fall)
   __________ she __________ a better seat? (to choose)
   __________ the teachers __________ any homework? (to give)
   __________ the pupils __________ their chairs on their desks? (to put)
   __________ they __________ the floor? (to sweep)
   How long __________ he __________ this? (to know)
   __________ he __________ what he said? (to mean)
   How long __________ he __________ there? (to hide)
   __________ the teacher __________ back the tests? (to give)

3. Past Perfect: Make questions.
   the pupils the had homework ? done

   ______________________________________________________________

   had been ? how long the class in England

   ______________________________________________________________